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Abstract  Aim: To study the objectives, processes, and ideologies expressed during participatory design of information systems (PDIS) in health care.

Design: Longitudinal documentation of project meetings by video recording. Grounded theory development in three steps.

Setting: Systems development project in primary care.

Results: The developing system was discussed mainly from a clinical and practical, as opposed to a technical, viewpoint. The design decisions were related to societal-level participants and institutions. This external influence on design decisions was mediated by design voices in discussions, each having its own scope.

Conclusions: The social environment has to be considered when applying PDIS in health care. Instructions for nondesigners can be used to introduce them to the design objectives, processes, and ideologies on which PDIS is based and to support them when relating clinical and practical design questions to the existing social constraints and norms.


Every time a patient contacts a health care professional, the information handled includes patient data, scientific knowledge, and professional communication. Technical systems used in this environment must therefore meet a variety of goals, adhere to work routines, and serve different users. When such complex information systems are designed, the early design phase, when the overall design is specified, is crucial. This early phase in systems development has seldom been addressed in medical informatics. In the field of information systems development, the early stages in design have been a focus of organizational change analyses during in-house development and in software engineering as requirements engineering for product development.

An alternative approach is participatory design, an emerging software design strategy characterized by active engagement of the end-users in all the phases of design. It is iterative in nature and grounds information system design in the end-user’s perspective of work. For example, when physician users describe their diagnostic tasks, they identify data elements and communication functions that a system must support. After repeated discussions with various groups of users, the multiple system perspectives are integrated into a composite information strategy that can later be implemented using a wide range of system engineering tools.

Participatory design follows from an emerging philosophy of knowledge representation and system design that makes a clear separation between the conceptual model of a system and the implementation model. It represents a departure from traditional approaches to information system design and software engineering in that it emphasizes system functionality and rapid prototyping rather than system performance and technical production. For instance, by using video or workflow graphs, co-viewing settings are constructed to “bring the field home” to designers. The approach has been used both for in-house and commercial system development.
Although participatory design has been available, few have attempted to use it in health care. A reason for this may be the theoretic background, which has shifted from ideologic aims toward making the design process more cooperative and efficient. The objective has thus changed from strengthening the practitioners’ rights to quality and productivity in the service or product delivery. This hesitation to use the method is worth noticing, since in theory it is consistent with current general trends regarding design—i.e., that an artifact should be the result of the social exchange in a design group and that design should be performed close to users.

The aim of this study is to develop a model of design objectives, processes, and ideologies as these are expressed during participatory design of information systems (PDIS) in health care. The intention is that the model should make it possible for system developers to structure the decision to use PDIS. The study is based on qualitative research methods and uses data from one particular system design setting.

Support of Teamwork in Primary Care

The project was a system development collaboration at a primary care center in the town of Linköping (pop. 120,000), Sweden. At the time of the study, the center employed eight general practitioners (GPs) and 52 other staff, including nurses, district nurses, occupational therapists, and physiotherapists. Each GP team had about 2,500 patients listed. The number of patient appointments at the center ranged between 200 and 225 per day. The project objective was to develop a national demonstrator for how modern computer network technology could be used for support of teamwork and organizational learning in health care. The partners were the county council, responsible for the health care provision in the area, a software company, and researchers from the local university.

The computer system was to be a combination of adapted commercial products and software developed within the project. The commercial products were jointly chosen by the project partners from listings of equipment accredited by the county council. The objective was to merge three system types: Web site authoring and presentation systems, electronic messaging, and a computerized patient record (CPR). The implementation was to be built on the OLE 2.0 standard and a client–server architecture. For the management of hypermedia documents, the Synkop Interactive Reference Book system was used, based on the MEDEA prototype. The hypermedia prototype held 5,000 text pages at the time of the study, and 400 color images linked to the texts. The software for electronic messages was implemented using modules from the ICL Embla and Microsoft Mail e-mail interfaces, and connections over a firewall to the local Internet node. The CPR chosen for the project was a commercial product (DialogJournalen) for use in primary care. The system supported a full-text medical record, a controlled medical terminology, a structured patient database, and tools for analyzing and reporting patient data.

The development of the information system followed the action design method, which prescribes a small-group design process with equal participation from health care practitioners, designers, and engineers. An agenda was prepared for each meeting, and before the close of each session the meeting process was evaluated. In the beginning the meeting agenda was prepared by the design team and later by the health care team. Equal-opportunity rules were used during the small-group meetings (see Appendix). The role of the chairman was taken in turn by the design group members.

Methods

Data Collection

The data consist of video recordings from all 13 participatory design meetings held in the case study project over a two-year period. The design meetings, which lasted between one and two hours, were documented in approximately 24 hours of video recordings. On average, 11 participants were present at each meeting and each member participated in an average of six meetings. Two GPs, three nurses, two district nurses, a nurse’s aide, a secretary, and an external pharmacist represented primary care. The designers were a systems analyst, a system designer with a background in health care, a psychologist, four engineers, and an external medical engineer. The recordings were transcribed by the first author and extended to 300 pages and 6,400 utterances. Out of concern for the ethical aspects of transcribing real-life dialogues, fictitious names of persons, places, and organizations were used.

Data Analyses

The structured version of the grounded theory method was used for the analyses. Three analysis cycles were finished, and for every cycle a new research question was added. In each cycle, the meeting data was read and worked through by open coding, when conceptual labels were placed on all observed events, and axial coding, where the data were put back in a new way depending on interactional strategies and consequences. The final model was con-
constructed by selective coding, by which the emerging dimensions were combined into an integrated model.

In the first analysis cycle, the research question was what issues the PDIS group dealt with throughout the design process. The transcribed data were divided into topics, which were found to be overlapping and therefore coded into more general concepts. From these, using axial coding methods, four themes were constructed and illustrated with excerpts from the meetings. For the second analysis cycle, the research question was how the different intentions of the members of a multidisciplinary design group influence their way of expressing themselves in design discussions. To analyze the meeting interaction from this perspective, a definition of voice was formulated from sociocultural theory\textsuperscript{22,23}. "A voice is employed by a speaker in a dialogue to express the speaker’s intention, perspective, and orientation. The voice is the user of different social languages. A speaker in a dialogue shifts voice depending on the intention of the utterance.”

A set of design voices was identified.\textsuperscript{24} These were applied to the data to analyze how the voices were used during the entire design process.

For the third analysis cycle, the research question was how the external contexts and conditions referred to by the participatory design group influence the design. Three social arenas were thus distinguished. Each meeting in the participatory design group was studied from the identified arenas and a set of typical utterances for each arena in each meeting was collected. Finally, to conceptualize the design process, the theme, voice, and arena dimensions were connected to each other for the purpose of visualizing their relations.

**Results**

The PDIS meetings were based on four discussion themes: clinical practice, system design, cooperation, and the project. The specific topics ranged from abstract issues, such as professionalism in health care, to concrete subjects, such as furnishing a surgery. References to work practice appeared constantly throughout all meetings.

The themes were addressed in three voices, which differed in the ways they were used during meetings (e.g., the approach to power and ways of storytelling): 1) the voice of participatory design, characterized by coordination, consensus, and comparative stories; 2) the Voice of Practice, characterized by work, challenge and “war stories” from clinical experience; and 3) the Voice of Engineering, characterized by technology, explanation, and theoretic anecdotes. Over time, the use of the voices was distributed among most group members. The voice of participatory design, in particular, came to be applied independent of professional background. This voice appeared as an adhesive in the dialogues and was used by the design group to balance the other two voices. The voice of practice was used for joint telling of clinical stories.

The design discussions took place in three arenas, which show how the PDIS process was related to the social environment (Figure 1). A workplace arena was used to make references to colleagues, to organizational changes at the health care center, and to the work in the PDIS group. An organizational arena was entered for general references to other clinical organizations involved in the process, the county council and primary care management. The societal arena was used for references to health care, the political system, and the funding providers, i.e., describing a local, national, and international community level.

**The Model Exemplified**

The model uses the constructs theme, voice, and arena to display the connection between the meeting content, the personal interaction, and the power relations involved in the design. The voices mediate influences from background societal institutions on the design meetings. Having strong foundations in the societal
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**Figure 1** The observed dialogue space for participatory design of information systems (PDIS) in health care. The relationship between the design voices and dialogue arenas is displayed. Discussions of clinical issues, the system, cooperation and the project (the design themes) are performed in different voices and move constantly between the dialogue arenas. Note that the voice of engineering is not represented in the societal arena.
and workplace arenas, the voice of participatory design and the voice of practice came to dominate the development of the meeting themes in the case study project. Consequently, because it lacked a corresponding structural basis, the voice of engineering was given mainly a consultative position in the design. This dominance is expressed in the boxed excerpt, in which the cooperation theme, the three voices, and the three arenas are evident.

In line 120 of the excerpt, an engineer uses the voice of engineering to address the practitioners to explain electronic messaging. This utterance is situated in the organizational arena, by the use of references to other applications and sites. The viewpoint is questioned by a designer in the voice of participatory design, who demands a clarification from the engineer (lines 121 and 123). The designer’s critique starts by stating a difficulty in understanding, i.e., that the engineer has not explained the issue in an accurate manner. The argument is strengthened by visits to the societal arena (line 121), with references to the county council. The designer connects the project goals to plans with the aim of fitting the technology to practice. Yet when the engineer agrees in the voice of participatory design (line 122), the designer moves back to the workplace arena and tries to cooperate with the engineer by pointing to the need to mention patient information in e-mail. This statement is further supported by the engineer who, in the voice of participatory design, moves up to the societal arena and also refers to the county council policy and their e-mail system (line 124). The designer agrees (line 125), the two seem to have settled, and the conflict appears to be straightened out.

In this example the design at the workplace level (an e-mail system to send patient information) was influenced by structures in the organizational and societal arenas (policies and accredited e-mail system to be used by all health care units). As the meeting proceeded, however, the external engineer changed back to the voice of engineering and challenged the designers, now in the organizational arena. This time she revealed information not previously known to the other engineers and designers in the group (line 126). The computer department at the county council could provide the health care center with the e-mail function. Thus, once again the social power of external organizations was used to influence the design. One of the practitioners (GP1) tried to enter the discussion (line 127) but was interrupted by Designer 1 (line 128). The designer tried, in the voice of design, to end the discussion and postpone the decision by referring to two other engineers not present at the meeting. The expression “but I see the problem as yours” was a means to distance the engineer from the participatory design group and the design content. The designer used and was in control of the structures in the workplace arena. The issue was also left without the involvement of the computer department.

Yet, to finish this dialogue sequence, the practitioner returned in the voice of practice to “we who are out in the field,” an utterance in the workplace arena. For the practitioners, at the time of the discussion, it was important to have an e-mail system that would support work routines. The GP declared that the technical part of the problem was uninteresting. It seemed that until the technical issues were solved, the practitioners were not interested in discussing the matter. Here the voice of practice was powerfully used, and the practitioner managed to turn the issue into a secondary technical problem to be solved by the designers.

Limitations of the Model

The project leaders and the management of the health care center were not always present at the meetings. When they were present, the discourse became more often located in the societal arena and the design group came to address health care practice and the participatory design process. It might be that, because software product suppliers were not represented in the group, the representation of technical matters in the societal arena was missing in the case study project. Hence, the group composition seems to have a major impact on the constitution of democracy in the PDIS process. If the group had been composed differently—with a stronger representation of engineers from industry, for instance—the themes, voices, and arenas would have had a different internal relationship.

Discussion

Based on meeting data, the results describe the design objectives, processes, and ideologies expressed during PDIS in health care. In accordance with the user-centered ideology, the developing system was discussed mainly from a clinical–practical, as opposed to a technical, point of view. The design decisions were also closely related to societal-level participants and institutions. This external influence on the design group was mediated in discussions by design voices, each having its own scope. The voices were not bound to specific persons or roles but could be used by any member in the design team.

Previously, industrial software design projects have been found to be situated within corporate culture, politics, and procedures. In socialized health care, the services provided are under public, rather than
Excerpt from Participatory Design Meeting

120 **External engineer:** No, because in the other CPR system, [trade name 1], they have used internal electronic mail in the health care system, you know, and it’s perfectly alright and it is used extensively to send messages to each other. You don’t have it in [trade name 2], it’s supposed to be a complement within Primus and to use this other mail system . . . the large mail system . . . they say there will be a mail then and we have to get along with encryption so it gets going.

121 **Designer 1:** well, but I’m not really with it, this within Primus. You’re saying it because, when [the head at the computer department at the county council] was present . . . discussions were that we should wait and see which mail system the county council is going to settle for themselves. And then there was, because he said so last at the last meeting here in fact that . . . er . . . that he was about to, well, get it here. It is important that we don’t deviate from the traditional mail system chosen by the county council.

122 **External engineer:** Yes, right!

123 **Designer 1:** And we have had discussions with your group/turns to the External Engineer/, that we want to do exactly what you’re after with being able to encrypt and send documents. Which is something between an e-mail

124 **External engineer:** Yes, but this is what I have been trying to get across, too, that we must choose, according to the county council policy, a certain system.

125 **Designer 1:** Exactly.

126 **External engineer:** And this is because they’re going to create a post for being in charge of mail and then it will be so that we can use the service just like all the other units. But at the same time we have problems, we need to send information, and I thought that this was part of the encryption we had talked about as a complement to the county council standard . . . .

127 GP1: Questions . . . .

128 **Designer 1** (Turns to the external engineer): Well, we have just talked, but I see the problem as yours and that’s why I want to take your request to Erik and Anders [two engineers not present at the meeting] who can go through this and look at . . . .

129 GP1: I think it is . . . actually we who are out in the field believe that this [encrypted mail] will come automatically . . . and I have . . . said different things and sometimes I don’t follow the technical way of thinking, and I think that I feel we haven’t been clear enough about that this doesn’t work.
study and development of PDIS in health care, in which patients’ views are made more central in the design process, is therefore necessary.

The qualitative research method based on a case study provided a rich picture of one PDIS setting. When the present study is compared with previous qualitative research in medical informatics, a distinction must be made between studies of technology use in clinical practice and studies of design processes. While the former type of study has become prevalent, the latter, to which this study belongs, is less common. For both types, it must be remembered that qualitative research is not a design method. A misconception may prevail within the medical informatics community that empirical research can be built directly into systems design. Before research results can be used by a design group, however, any description or conception has to be transformed into a representation that can be interpreted as an argument, i.e., that can help to decide between design alternatives. It is important to consider this design orientation when planning studies of systems development.

In PDIS, the intention has been to maintain a close connection between research results, local data, personal experiences, and their use in design. Several implications for implementing PDIS in health care follow from this study. One is that it is necessary to consider what form of participation is used. When a strong participatory approach is established, the design group members have an equal control over information and decisions. Arnstein describes a ladder of participation, from manipulation and therapy to delegated power and control. Common to most of these settings, however, is the fact that the instructions for the design process are written for the designers, while few guidelines are available for direct use by the other participants. The most important message to take away from this study is, thus, that special design instructions for nondesigners should be used to introduce them to the design objectives, processes, and ideologies on which PDIS is based. This would support them in relating the clinical-practical questions to the existing societal constraints and increase the ways they might find to influence the development process. In this way, PDIS methods can come to support the development of systems that are both situated in the clinical workplace and approved by external participants and institutions.
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APPENDIX

Participatory Design Meeting Rules Applied in the Case Study Project

The rules should be applied as a whole set in the work group. After each meeting, the participants are to discuss whether the rules are being followed and report if they are not.

Session Chairman Rules

The chairperson:

- Is elected for one meeting at a time.
- Makes sure that the meeting form is shared in the group.
- Ensures that the meeting form is followed.
- Carries out the meeting plan.
- Summarizes the meeting by asking the participants how they personally experienced the meeting and what the meeting gave them, and how they think the group handled their task.
- Closes the meeting by announcing the time of the next meeting.

Group Rules

- The basic principle for the dialogue during a meeting is free sharing of ideas and opinions.
- All involved in the subject discussed should have the opportunity to participate in the meeting.
- Attendance is not enough. Everybody has to be active. Each person should both give their own opinions and help other participants to give theirs.
- All participants have equal rights in the dialogue.
- Everyone’s work experience should be the basis of the dialogue (in our case, health care and systems development work).
- All involved must be able to understand the discussion.
- All statements must be personal, i.e., ‘He thinks that . . . ’ is not an acceptable statement.
- All participants should try to settle or explore differences in opinions within the group.
- The dialogue should lead to a common action.
- All participants should immediately let others know if they think that someone is not following any of the above rules.